What problems are your Senators solving now? The continuous geese and seagull problem. Senator Anthony Furnari's solution: chase and scare them away only a few hours before the Wednesday, Nov. 9 Senate Meeting. For information on the actual problems Senate is working on, attend the weekend Senate meeting held in 2C.

SPORTS

University Bulldogs hockey team took on the Endicott College Gulls. There was a very large group of fans in attendance at the game as it was "Break the Record Night," where the hockey team tried to set a single game attendance record. The entire right side of the bleachers was full for the game. A much larger turnout than many of the other hockey games. The first period showed Bryant and Endicott in a scoreless tie with many penalties being taken by both teams. Bryant had to kill off a couple of very nicely set up goals. It was still a disappointment as the Bulldog's late effort was not enough to defeat the Endicott.

OPINION

Students of Bryant hockey's biggest fans dorned their personalized attire just for the record breaking game.

REALBART

Is Mario Kurt DS really a violent game? Find out more on page 9

VARIETY

Writer Bob Gulla visits Bryant

By Ryan Iabey
Opinion Editor

Bryant Writer Bob Gulla visited Bryant this past Tuesday as the third in a monthlong series of distinguished communication speakers co-sponsored by University Advancement and the Department of Communications. Gulla held a workshop entitled "My Writing Life," for aspiring writers and to speak to students about journalism. He has worked as a freelance writer for magazines ranging from Rolling Stone to Entertainment Weekly, and is a weekly writer for The Providence Phoenix and tEins. He has been writing music reviews and conducting interviews with legends such as Kurt Cobain and Led Zeppelin for close to 15 years.

Cont'd on page 4

Weekend Forecast

Friday
Hi: 44
Lo: 29
Saturday
Hi: 51
Lo: 38
Sunday
Hi: 60
Lo: 44

November 11, 2005
Relationship Forum

By Meghan Hanlon
Editor in Chief

Heritage Room. What exactly do those texts in Cosmopolitan, Glamour or other such magazines convey? The focus of the forum Wednesday, November 9 was "entertainment purposes." The forum, which included Dr. Berkos, Dr. Anderson, and Dr. Samter, gave students the opportunity to ask questions they may have about their relationships, their "friends" relationships or just general questions that keep cropping up. Berkos, Anderson, and Samter, all members of the Communication Department at Bryant University, were able to answer the questions with a mix of research and experience, helping students on a personal level. Communication Society President, Jacqueline Bessette, says the communication forum is held as a way for students to receive scholarly advice about their personal, intimate relationships, and friendships. The forum also provides a great opportunity for students to get to know their professors and faculty of research they conduct.

Bessette, Dr. Anderson, and Dr. Berkos at the Relationship Forum.

Photo provided by Megan Hanlon
Dr. Samter, Jacqueline Bessette, Dr. Anderson, and Dr. Berkos at the Relationship Forum.

Cont'd on page 3
**Dormitory detainees: Roommates spark a Fight**

By Stephanie Dunnewind

**The Seattle Times**

KET

Santa Ana - A 115-square-foot dorm room with a stranger has always required some adjustment. There were the days of hopping from one unoccupied dorm-bedroom to another, or days when the occupants were outfitted for the compactares and negotiations required for living in such close quarters, with increasing numbers turning to their parents for solutions.

"We get parents calling and demanding that they want their child out of a 2-room immediately, but there's been no conversation between roommates," said Carte Justen, assistant professor of residential life at the University of Washington.

With many universities at capacity, many report that students can't fall back on roommates of a different degree, and that the e-mail...That's when I called my counselor.

"When you get to college, there's this sense of freedom that you've never felt before," said Josie Lambert, a junior from Santa Ana.

"When I realized it was doable, I thought it was at least worth a shot," said Josie Lea
din, who graduated from Chapman, and they talk about what it's like to be a roommate.

"You've got to have the ability to stand up for yourself," said Josie Lea
din, who graduated from Chapman, and they talk about what it's like to be a roommate.
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**Campus News**

**Bob Gulla at Bryant**

Cont'd from page 1

to Gulla's work.

Gulla's expertise is not solely in rock music, but in other topics as well. A recent piece he wrote, "Where are they now?" piece on the characters of 'The Little House On The Prairie'. His work for a kid’s room design magazine, RL Monthly and Guitar One show the diversity of his work. He had the workshop attendees write on the design of the workshop room to enable how writing styles can be changed one day to the next; "I go from writing about the design of kids' rooms one day to interviewing Slipknot the next."

Advice for writers! Gulla contends "You don't need to be brilliant to write. You just have to be observant." He identified that most people "skate through life with their eyes glazed over." People aren't observers, and as a writer, one must pay attention and look for the details that others may not notice. "You don't have to be inspired to be a good writer, you just have to be grounded, and notice things," he explains.

In addition to being observant, one must possess the skills necessary for being a writer: "making every word count, getting the mechanics down, creativity, confidence, and discipline." He emphasizes the importance of "writing as art, being educated in your field, smoking Italian cigars or French cigarettes." One also must "know good writing, and work hard to approximate good writing."

Good writing consists of grammatical correctness, as well as proficient word choice and the mechanics of sentences. Gulla stresses "remaining decencies and cohesion of writing in the information age." The internet has depreciated the value of the English language; editorials and online articles are a dime a dozen, and people too often transform and abbreviate words in email and instant messaging, which will harm them later on.

"You've been emailing for years, but when it comes to writing a business letter you're clueless!" Gulla also emphasizes "acknowledging the art of poetry," as it has become "less," and "bilingual," and transformed from the art it used to be.

In all, Gulla's workshop proved that one does not need to be brilliant or eccentric or even inspired to be a good writer; all it takes is hard work and discipline. "My Writing Life" was inspirational for hopeful writers because it gave a different perspective than you may get in your English class. Gulla expresses how studies have proven the height of your learning comes around age 20, and that one should not wait until later on in life to produce his or her best work. Observe, think objectively, reflect on what you see, and strive for perfection in your writing.

**Department of Public Safety Log**

**VANDALISM (AUTO)** Vandalism to Auto

OCT 31 2005-Monday at 11:25
Location: COMMUTER PARKING LOT
Summary: A student called DPS and reported that his vehicle was damaged.

**BURG/B&E (RESIDENCE)** Burglary/B&E A Dwelling Anytime

OCT 31 2005-Monday at 13:02
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A student called DPS and reported her purse was missing from her room.

**DRUG ACTIVITY** Drug Activity

OCT 31 2005-Monday at 21:11
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student called DPS to say that she found a small plastic bag with marijuana in it in the entrance to hall 15 lobby.

**ACCIDENT (MVA)** Motor Vehicle Accident

NOV 2 2005-Wednesday at 01:17
Location: TOWNHOUSE ROADWAY
Summary: A student notified DPS that his friend was driving his car and the brakes locked-up causing the car to crash into the woods. No injuries reported.

**EMT CALL** EMT Call / Medical Services Rendered

NOV 3 2005-Thursday at 11:09
Location: UNSTRUCTURE
Summary: A student was dizzy with general weakness. EMS was activated.

**DOMESTIC (DISORDERLY)**

NOV 3 2005-Thursday at 15:22
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: Report of a domestic situation between two students.

**DRUG PARAPHEALIA** Possession of Drug Paraphernalia

NOV 3 2005-Thursday at 23:11
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: Drug Paraphernalia was confiscated.

**VANDALISM (RESIDENCE)** Vandalism

NOV 5 2005-Saturday at 00:17
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: Damage to a smoke detector. Electrician notified.

**BIAS INCIDENTS** None reported

To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to www.bryant.edu/bias or call the Bias Incident Hotline at x6920.

***REMININDER*** If you have unpaid parking tickets you will not be able to register for classes!!! Payments can be made at the DPS office.
Health and Wellness Coordinator, Jennifer DiPietro is seeking students 18+ years interested in participating in a focus group concentrating on to internet programs about exercise and stress. This is a great opportunity for students to help design a new web-based initiative and get paid $25 and enjoy free refreshments. There will be four sessions and 10 students are needed per session. Contact Jennifer Dipietro by email or phone, dipietro@bryant.edu (6973).

Helping Hands is looking for a helping hand from all organizations on campus. Encourage your group to get involved in the annual Helping Hands party on December 3, to help underprivileged children during the holiday season. Contact Alhah Cron at Cron@bryant.edu (7452). The deadline for registration is November 14.

The Douglas and Judith Knopf Library had just added Hoover's Academic to their host of resources. Hoover's Academic allows you to access information for over 14 million US and international companies making it a great place to search for information needed for job interviews or research projects.

International Education Week will take place November 14-18 at Bryant University. BUB brightens campus awareness of global issues and facilitates mutual understanding of international cooperation.

Open Mic Night is scheduled for Friday, December 9th and Bryant @ Night is seeking acts. Can you sing, play an instrument, do comedy, sing, or have any other talent you want to show off? Contact Jen Edwards at edwardsj@bryant.edu to obtain a registration form. Reserve your spot today!

The Student Senate has posted the finals schedule on their official website so be sure to check it out and let Your Voice Be Heard.

The SAA is hosting the Student Alumni Networking Series on November 17. Student leaders and SAA members will be given an opportunity to network with Bryant Alumni and hear from Keeney Speaker, Shannan Donjaman '93, '97 MBA.

CORRECTION
OOPS! November 4, "Senior Class Gift Kick-off". David C. Weinstein, Executive Vice President for Fidelity and member of the Bryant Board of Trustees is matching monies raised dollar for dollar on his own, NOT Fidelity.

2006 Senior Class Gift

I'm just a student...how can I make a gift?

Option 1. A Starbucks coffee is $1.60 per cup.

Give up 5 coffees a week for one month
5 x $1.60 = $8.00 x 4 weeks = $32.00

Option 2. Work for a matching gift company

Give $50 and your company will match it at least 1:1
($50 + $50) = $100.00

or simply donate $20.06 in commemoration of your class year to Kevin Martin, Box 2686 or online at http://www.bryant.edu/classgift

This year's class gift will help renovate and dedicate one of the classrooms in the Unstructure. Won't you help make HISTORY!

Money For College

The Army is currently offering sizeable bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to the cash bonuses, you may qualify for up to $70,000 for college through the Montgomery GI Bill and Army College Fund. Or you could pay back up to $65,000 of qualifying student loans through the Army's Loan Repayment Program. To find out more, call Army (401) 766-4883.

CHILD CARE

Seeking babysitter for twin infants. Three weekdays from 2pm-6pm, starting February 2006. Transportation required. Previous experience preferred. Call Kristen (401) 726-9522.

Relationship Forum

Cont'd from page 1

ions or tips and did the Relationship Forum offer? For couples in long term relationships, Dr. Berkos suggested for partners to communicate regularly and during those conversations talk about what is going in life, even the mundane details. By doing this, the other partner will not feel out of the loop. Also, Berkos noted that research shows couples who engage in imaginative conversations find more satisfaction in their relationship than couples who do not.

The reason behind this is the fact that couples are imagining their responses during this concealed communication, making them think positively and feel closer to the partner.

In terms of the weekends, you finally get to see that long distance partners. Instead, Anderson reminds you to plan realistically. Anderson talks about planning a wonderful, charring weekend, plan to just be with the partner. It does not need to be a grand adventure. And what about those pecky conflicts? Dr. Santer suggests couples conflict in person and not over the telephone or computer. What about those non-verbal cues are a crucial? One of those cues is showing the inside of your wrists to the other person. Before you walk around with your arms in front of you, this is meant by position-using your hand in a way that the inside of the wrist is toward the person while doing a non-verbal cue, such as grabbing a drink of water or making a point.

Another cue is matching. This does not mean clothes, but rather, reaching for a drink at the same time. With the good comes the bad in relationships this may mean breaking up. Dr. Santer brought up an article recently published in National Geographic. In this article, it was proven that if emotional support is not received, even for little things, a person may live less longer. Therefore, emotional support has real consequences. If someone is on the positioning side of comforting a friend, Dr. Santer offers this advice, "remember the person's feelings and allow them to elaborate their feelings." By doing this, the friend is not how long you should date before marriage, but rather a good age to get married. Research shows that couples who marry after this age are more like-ly to stay married. Dr. Santer reminds students that the older one gets, the more set in their ways they become, making it harder to adjust to maturity life harder. In terms of how long a couple should date, Dr. Anderson points out that there is no magic number because people change, especially at a younger age. As for the famous, "once a cheater always a cheater," Dr. Anderson points out that it depends on the situation.
Expedient Laundry: Coming Soon

By Dan Rapone
Staff Writer

A new service is coming to Bryant University in the spring of 2006. Students will now be able to utilize a laundry service that will pick up laundry from their rooms and deliver them washed, dried, and folded back to them the next business day. For the price of $2.95 per semester, students will receive a laundry bag specific to Expedient Laundry that will be picked up once a week. Students can fill the bag as much as they would like, but will have to pay extra for any additional loads and special requests like dry cleaning or stain removal.

"When asked about the idea behind the company," said co-founder Matthew Kelleher, class of 2008, "we realized the widespread dissatisfaction around campus with the laundry service. After doing some research, we realized that many public schools offer students a laundry service and that satisfaction with those programs is high amongst students.

The group then decided to look into how the system would work at Bryant. By forming a partnership with Iow's Laundry and Dry Cleaning out of Warwick, RI, Expedient Laundry was able to reduce the cost of the actual laundry service and work out a deal for transporting the laundry to and from campus. The next step was figuring out how to monitor the amount of laundry people could have done, as well as the pick up and drop off process. This is where the company decided to include a free laundry bag as part of the registration costs. Each Expedient Laundry member receives a free laundry bag, which includes a customer identification number to avoid mix ups throughout the process. Expedient employees will pick up the bags two days a week, either Monday or Thursday, between the hours of 2:00 PM and 5:00 PM and then return them the next day by the same time. For people that are not available during these hours, the company will have a drop off location on campus, which is yet to be determined.

Because the company is selective about what companies they allow to operate on campus, the founders began discussions last spring to receive permission. Along with this process, they had to be cleared by the risk management office, as well as Dr. Thomas Eakin, Vice President of Student Affairs. They were given an OK this summer and finally signed a written agreement this past October.

According to Kelleher, "In the coming weeks Expedient will begin to accept applications from students interested in job opportunities to handle their pick up and delivery services. This last piece of the puzzle will make the company operational in time for the spring semester. For more information on Expedient Laundry, visit their website at www.expedientlaundry.com."

Japan Exchange and Teaching Program: JET

Meghan Hardon
Editor-In-Chief

Last Wednesday, Bryant students were invited to have a unique opportunity that they could participate in. This opportunity comes in the form of a program called JET JET stands for the Japan Exchange and Teaching Program. This program offers participants the opportunity to discover Japan by becoming an Assistant Language Teacher (ALT). Participants who have a strong interest in the Japanese language are also invited to become a Coordinator for the International Relations (CIR). However, knowledge of the Japanese language is not a prerequisite to becoming an ALT. ALTs assist Japanese teachers in junior and senior high school language classes.

This one year long commitment begins in late July or early August. Transportation to and from Japan is provided as well as a compensation package. The program is open to anyone with a Bachelor's Degree or any major by the spring of the year the participant wishes to participate. The Japanese Government sponsored this program, starting in 1987, in order to encourage "grassroots exchange." Anybody with an ALT, the program will visit an assigned class once a week and according to Representative Martha Gill, JET program coordinator at the Japanese Consulate in Boston, who also participated in the program, it "brings English to life." The program encourages participants to get involved in the community in which they will be spending the next year. There are various clubs and other opportunities to do just this, allowing the participant to be integrated into Japanese culture; a culture that is very open to their JET representative and is eager to get to know the participant.

Getting involved with JET Biller's, a representative of the program and also former participant, best piece of advice. Willerb also stressed that "every JET interview is different," and that it is "up to you in terms of what you make of it. Willerb who now helps by interviewing prospective applicants for anyone interested. He says during the interview, the program is looking for people who have interest in Japan, are flexible in terms of situations, and are willing to do anything. So what does he mean by doing anything? In his interview Willerb was asked to sing one of the Japanese school songs. He asks a unique thing of those people interviewing with him. To him, this shows the applicants interest and sense of humor.

Currently, there are 6,000 people from 40 countries participating in the program. Of those, 1,500 are from the United States. The program is a daughter of the Japanese Government, which is a doctor of comparative literature, recommends this program and helps finance it to the Bryant students. The program also encourages students to travel around the area. These are vacation days as well times when the students do not have class, and times when the ALT does not have class, providing plenty of opportunities for traveling and exploration.

All this sounds like something interesting, the application is due to the Embassy in Japan in Washington D.C. by November 29. There is an online version of the application available at the company's website at http://www.you go.com/jet/. An interview will follow after the application has been accepted. The interviews will take place in February and usually last about 20 minutes. The applicants will hear within six weeks to one month. If the applicant is invited to join the program and accepts, he or she will be placed within six weeks, starting for a July or August departure. A two day orientation will help familiarize the participant before a representative of the school will pick up the student and drive to their future home.
In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician

By Kim Barker
Chicago Tribune

Ismail Khan was removed as the province's governor in 2006. Ismail Khans men fired his men in the capital. In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician. while she still played with dolls, she was forced to marry a man 15 years older than her. She was his second wife.

But after moving to bus her 5 children, Ismail Khan was removed as the de facto governor of Herat. Ismail Khans men fired his men in the capital. In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician.

During the Talibans and Ismail Khans rule, the election was really a popularity contest, a no-holds-barred battle between Ismail Khan and his rivals.

However, the election was really a popularity contest, a no-holds-barred battle between Ismail Khan and his rivals. In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician.

Ismail Khan was removed as the province's governor in 2006. Ismail Khans men fired his men in the capital. In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician.

Ismail Khan was removed as the province's governor in 2006. Ismail Khans men fired his men in the capital. In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician.

Ismail Khan was removed as the province's governor in 2006. Ismail Khans men fired his men in the capital. In one Afghan province, mother of 6 proves unbeatable as politician.
Men’s soccer season was goal-den

By Sarah Smiegeland
Sports Editor

Senior Joe Anania’s top assistant scored the winning goal. The Bulldogs had the opportunity to play Coach Keefe finds a new home in San Antonio

Coach Keefe is extremely proud of both his player and coaches no matter if they are working with him or moving on to bigger and better things. Keefe’s former position has yet to be filled. There will be no doubt he is interested in the open position due to the fact that Max Goode is a supporter of his coaches and his team. The emerging excellence of the basketball program will also prove to be an attractive feature.

By Greg Hirschorn
Assistant Sports Editor

Bryant Athletic Center. Coach Brian Keefe was last year’s top assistant to Max Goode, head coach of the Bryant University men’s basketball team. Last season, for the first time in the school’s history, Keefe assisted Goode and the Bulldogs as they advanced to the NCAA Division III championship.

Recently Coach Keefe was offered and accepted a job with the San Antonio Spurs. In San Antonio, Keefe will become the new head coach of the Spurs. He will be responsible for the pro basketball team. More than that, Keefe is known for being a great instructor. Keefe’s abilities will make him a valuable asset to the team.

Coach Max Goode is happy to see Keefe move into this new position. “He met a lot of NBA people out in Las Vegas the last few summers and just works really hard,” Goode commented on Keefe’s work ethic. “I don’t want any guys to stay here (Bryant) forever. I want them to move on because that’s a sign we’re doing well,” he added.

Goode is extremely proud of both his player and coaches no matter if they are working with him or moving on to bigger and better things. Keefe’s former position has yet to be filled. There will be no doubt he is interested in the open position due to the fact that Max Goode is a supporter of his coaches and his team. The emerging excellence of the basketball program will also prove to be an attractive feature.

What is the number one skill businesses are looking for?

Public Speaking Skills

Want to improve yours?

Come join Bryant’s own Toastmasters Club, “The Podium” to gain confidence in your public speaking and leadership skills, this Sunday at 5:00pm in the Heritage room at the Bryant Center.

Toastmasters is an internationally recognized organization with 10,000 Clubs found in over 85 countries. The primary purpose of Toastmasters International is to provide a mutually supportive and positive learning environment in which every member has the opportunity to develop communication and leadership skills, which in turn foster self-confidence and personal growth.

Blood Drive!

Wednesday, November 16

10:00am- 5:00pm
Rotunda/Janikies Auditorium

For more info. or to make an appointment, please e-mail donateblood@bryant.edu

Sponsored by Bryant Marketing Association, SPB and Bryant Heps! FREE medium cheese pizza for all donors courtesy of The Junction Cafe
This Week's Letters to the Editor: Stop the Stereotyping

Dear Editor,

I would like to pose a question to all. When you think about the job of a firefighter, do you believe that it is an important one? I mean really, how difficult could it be? All they do is run around and wait for fires. How about when you think about the job of a pilot? Also, a relatively insignificant job, they just sit in the plane in taking off and landing. Even EMFs are useless, they just drive around in the ambulance.

Making assumptions such as these would not only be offensive to the people who devote their personal time and effort into these occupations, but it would also be rather ignorant of someone, especially if that person is not in the position to make such comments. I implore for some people to truly understand and appreciate the significance of certain vocations, and not just assume.

To further explain this, it may take the experience of being trapped in a burning building to realize that it was not for firefighters you might not be rescued. Do all people need to have an experience of this magnitude to appreciate the duties of firefighters?

This leads me to my point. Why are we in a world where people cannot see that burning building, would it not make you feel more comfortable knowing that you will be rescued and brought to safety by a trained professional firefighter with the necessary knowledge, skills, and resources.

As an RA, I know that it is not your responsibility to spend countless hours training so that I am prepared for that "fire", even if it never occurs. People are not typically aware of the severe situations RA's have been involved in, that is because these situations remain in confidence for the sake of the individuals involved. However, people should still have the respect to appreciate the role of an RA, second only to whether or not that experience had occurred.
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By Greg Golino
Staff Writer

Jack Thompson is a lawyer from Florida and like a lot of old people, he doesn’t like video games. Now most people who don’t like video games don’t buy them maybe even forbid them kids from buying them. But Jack has gone the extra mile (bleed his heart) and tried to stop other people’s children from buying them. He is also trying to stop adults from buying them.

That last line may seem a little strange. In fact it may even be a little misleading. Let me clarify. Only “violent” video games are his target. Thompson is a lawyer from Florida who runs video game manufacturers for clients in personal injury lawsuits. He seems to specialize in cases where video games made the wrong … in which the main character gun down game designers and corporate executives from the gaming industry. In return, he would donate $10,000 to charity.

Understanding the initiative of the game community was a mistake. Two-third-party game makers developed his game and informed him of it. He then replied that his article was untrue and that he could not be held accountable for it. The makers of Penny-Arcade(FA), a popular web comic with a large following, decided to donate the man out of their own pockets, but in his name. On the "parental advisory" line, the words "For Jack Thompson" because Jack Thompson won’t be written. Thompson, ever concerned with his image, filed a copy of a police report to PA, in which he asked the Seattle police and FBI to shut down the website and arrest the makers for harassment and extortion.

While it’s unclear what Penny-Arcade is trying to exert (they paid for hand, and how dismissing someone’s social and political actions (and making them hate Jack’s talent) is harassment, one thing is clear. Apparently free speech was taken out of the Constitution, because Thompson has been threatening a number of websites and internet forums that voice opposition. That right, the man apparently surf the web looking for people who speak out against him and threaten them with the now trademark refrain: "Take it down or else. What qualifies as a "violent" game? How about Mario Kart DS. Here’s Thompson’s opinion on this racing game:

The game in question is ‘Mario Kart DS’ for the Nintendo DS system. It is appearing...
VETERAN'S DAY TRIVIA

VETERAN'S Day is Nov. 11. How much do you know about America's war (and women) wars?

1. How many combat casualties did the U.S. see during World War II?
   A. More than 70,000
   B. More than 109,000
   C. More than 250,000
   D. More than 400,000

2. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial, including “The Wall,” of names, was dedicated in what year?
   A. 1974
   B. 1982
   C. 1981
   D. 1983

3. About how many living Korean War veterans are there?
   A. 350
   B. 400,000
   C. 1.3 million
   D. 3.4 million

4. The following quote can be attributed to whom? “It is a fearful and solemn thought to think of peaceful people into war, into the most terrible and disastrous of all wars, civilization itself seeming to be in the balance. But the right is more precious than peace, and we shall fight for the things which we have always carried nearest our hearts.”
   A. President Woodrow Wilson
   B. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
   C. President Franklin D. Roosevelt
   D. President Abraham Lincoln

5. Which of the following happened on Aug. 2, 1990?
   A. A parade was held in Kuwait
   B. U.S. forces begin air strikes on Baghdad
   C. George H.W. Bush declares a ceasefire with Iraq
   D. Coalition ground forces liberate Kuwait

6. During dinner, Joe’s entree was Chicken and Beef Fun, it was nice with spiced pepper, and a spicy sauce. Well there was nothing about this dinner, the meal itself it was very... It was an awkward week ago and nostalgic better was sent back. He’s a second crack at salvaging his dinner experience with Chicken in Ginger. It wasn’t that bad, but for the money, Joe has dined much better then that. The rice was a little hard to bear.

For As for Rohan’s, he ordered the Toto’s "Fla, Flora" which is a traditional rice vermicelli dish topped, with well in this case, tofu. It is served with homemade peanut sauce. Rohan has had a lot of bad food but this definitely takes the grand prize. This dish was extremely dry and tasteless and for a person coming from India who eats spicy day in and day out, this dish just didn’t do it. All in all, Joe and Rohan are glad that they have tried it, and that place, so that we can help our readers and make sure that they never visit this restaurant again.

Overall, it is a place you avoid, it is not worth the variety or your time. And come on, to go places that is BÝ00RRRR!!!

6) Prison inmates have overhead lighting and you don’t.
7) Your Weekend begins on Friday and ends on Thursday.
8) The guy at South knows your name and order.
9) You know the secret wave to get past DPS.
10) Walking to Hall 15 is the equivalent to running the New York Marathon.

2) Keystone is your 7th Food Group.
3) You’ve been around the world in a single night...and only remember half.

I would like to give a shoutout to the freshmemes athlete that saw me over the weekend and thought I was of the same celebrity status at Brad Pitt.

5) Did you have a favorite quote from this column that you’d like to send to our staff? Email me a question??!! As you can see, no topic of off limits, I have no problem sticking the boat a little, if you know what I mean. Email me your questions to askforhelp knowl@gmail.com.

The Ask for help column is found in this week's newspaper is written by an individual and does not reflect the opinions of The Archway, its editorial board, Bryant University, or any other group.
THE MOVIE MAN: Chicken Little

By Tom Quinn
Staff Columnist

Why hello everyone in newspaper land! For the past couple weeks, I reviewed movies with a horror film motif, in honor of that fantastic holiday, Halloween. One of the movies was terrible, but the other one was not (review below, as at the prodding of a friend or two, I decided that this week, I would write about one film that was actually a lighthearted break from all of the horror-related media that’s been done in recent years, and pretend to be 10 years old again. That’s why I’m coming to you with some thoughts on the newest CGI (computer generated images) movie, Chicken Little.

Now, I know what you’re saying: That’s a little kid’s movie. And you’re right, it is a little kid’s movie. But it’s a fun kid’s movie, a lot like in the same way that Toy Story and Monsters, Inc. are such fun kid’s movies. It’s pretty quirky, that’s for sure. Chicken Little is a tiny little thing, something of a nerd, and feels like it’s a disapp­pointment to a whole new generation of kids. There are a few months thrown in (such as supporting your kids through the holidays, never losing faith in yourself, etc.) but I can’t say that this is entertainment through and through. There’s a bunch of poppy songs (including a cover of Speech Bites song by Abigail Mallard and Dels, but it’s not a musical. Just a comedy with some musical elements that help sell the movie, rather than detract from it, like one might fear. If you have younger brothers, sisters, cousins, friends, or kids, or even if you just want to feel like a kid again yourself, then go check out Chicken Little. At 85 minutes long – that’s one hour twenty five minutes, for those of you still in a play list mood – it’s a perfect for an afternoon outing with the kids. Go see Chicken Little, maybe go go to the zoo, get some ice cream, and enjoy your day. So, in conclusion, Chicken Little is a little fun movie. It’s worth a watch or two, and the children in your life should be quite happy at the opportunity to see it. All in all, I give Chicken Little 7½ barley stars out of 10. Enjoy your day at the movie!

Horoscopes

Scorpio
It’s good to know how to wait, even for something you want very much. Teach that lesson to somebody from the younger generation.

Sagittarius
Avoid embarrassment by doing the job before you’re reminded. If you don’t know what job, don’t worry. Somebody will tell you soon.

Capricorn
Continue to gather evidence, even if you aren’t sure how all the pieces fit together, yet. Besides, maybe it doesn’t.

Aquarius
Not a good time to discuss finances, buy, sell or go shopping. Gather up what you’ve got coming and don’t say a word about it.

Pisces
You’re a charmer and people do listen to what you say. Don’t worry about a temporary postponement. It’s a joke.

Aries
Heed the inner voice that’s telling you not to forge ahead. Address the considerations you have; many of them are valid.

Taurus
Although your friends can help you solve all sorts of other problems, don’t get them involved in spending your money. Keep that job to yourself.

Gemini
Avoid distractions while you’re trying to do a tough job well. Postpone the fun and games till tomorrow. Conditions are better then.

Cancer
You’re still in a playful mood, and still in a crush for music. To make matters even more intense, important people are watching.

Leo
Postpone a romantic interlude, just for a little while. Conditions are much better over the weekend.

Virgo
You might want to step aside and let others fight it out. Keep the objective in mind, and remind them of it, when you can.

Libra
Expert to face failures. That’s an important part of the creative process. Continue to strive for perfection. That’s the grace.

Top 10 songs on iTunes Music Store

1. "My Humps," The Black Eyed Peas
2. "Gold Digger," Kanye West
3. "Sugar, We’re Going Down," Fall Out Boy
4. "Run, Run, Run," Black Eyed Peas, featuring Fergie
5. "Dance Floor," Fall Out Boy
7. "Jump," Royce Da 5'9"
8. "Gold Digger," Kanye West
9. "We Made You," The Lonely Island

From California to Long Island, Augustana Rocks With "Stars and Boulevards"

Justine Boucher
Staff Columnist

For those who have discovered the security behind the American alternative band with the name Augustana, there’s something new to be excited about in Augustana, a song from the Midwest who really are into any fun, but it’s a really strong album. Their album, "All the Stars and Boulevards," released in September with tracks featuring guitar and piano strong under­neath for balance, creating a signature blend that sounds to cut a current motion on the airwaves.

The album is comprised of songs written by the lead vocalist, Dan Layus says, "That’s pretty much the theme of the recording, I see a home­ and not being able to find it, for a multitude of reasons. I was looking for a home in a person. Be it a real love or just a love I had in my head. I wish that by the last song there was a conclusion, but I’m still figuring it out myself."

The last song on the CD, "Colleagues and Cigarettes," ends the album with still a desire to be "on a plane...to nowhere."

Most of Augustana’s songs pull you in with gentle piano or slow lyrics, then erupt with a wave of impressive sounds that seems to work for this band. The band is from California to Boston with this piano rock band like it is. Like September Scottish, Augustana toured with Our Lady Peace in October and are cur­rently touring with Everlast and Switchfoot for various shows in November. You can look up concert dates on their website, www.augustanamusic.com.
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